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Direct demonstration of circulating currents in a controllable p-SQUID
generated by a 0 to p transition of the weak links

J. J. A. Baselmans,1 B. J. van Wees,1 and T. M. Klapwijk2

1Department of Applied Physics and Materials Science Center, University of Groningen, Nijenborg 4, 9747 AG Groningen
The Netherlands

2Department of Applied Physics and DIMES, Delft University of Technology, Lorentzweg 1, 2628 CJ Delft, The Netherland
~Received 21 January 2002; revised manuscript received 3 April 2002; published 5 June 2002!

A controllablep-SQUID is a DC SQUID~direct-current superconducting quantum interference device! with
two controllablep junctions as weak links. A controllablep junction consists of a superconducting–normal
metal–superconducting Josephson junction with two additional contacts to the normal region of the junction.
By applying a voltageVc over these contacts it is possible to control the state of the junction, i.e., a conven-
tional ~0! state or ap state, depending on the magnitude ofVc . We demonstrate experimentally that, by putting
one junction into ap state, a screening current is generated around the SQUID loop at an integer external flux.
To be able to do this, we have fabricated controllablep junctions, based on Cu-Nb or Ag-Nb, in a new
geometry. We show that at 1.4 K only the Ag-Nb device shows the transition to ap state as a function ofVc

consistent with theoretical predictions. In a controllablep-SQUID based on Nb-Ag we observe, apart from a
screening current at integer external flux, a phase shift ofp of the VSQUID2B oscillations under a suitable
current bias, depending on the magnitude ofVc .

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.224513 PACS number~s!: 85.25.Dq, 74.80.Fp
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years considerable attention has been pai
controllable Josephson junctions. In general, such a Jos
son junction consists of a superconductor-normal me
superconductor~SNS! junction with additional electrode
connected to the normal region of the junction. Inside
normal region coherent quantum states are formed due to
presence of the two superconducting electrodes. The pro
ties of the junction, and in particular the critical currentI c ,
are determined by the energy spectrumand the occupation of
these states. Hence it is possible to changeI c by changing
the energy distribution of the quasiparticles in the junct
normal region.1–5 This is done by sending a control curre
through the additional electrodes connected to the nor
region or by applying a control voltageVc over them. Sev-
eral experiments have been performed over the past yea
these devices, which differ mainly in the way in which th
energy of the quasiparticles is changed.6–10 The most inter-
esting situation is that of the so-called controllablep
junctions.9,10 In these systems it is not only possible
change the magnitude of the critical current of the junct
but also to reverse its direction with respect to the ph
difference w between the two superconducting electrod
This sign reversal is equivalent to the introduction of
extra phase factorp in the Josephson supercurrent (I sc)
phase relation

I sc5I csin~w!⇒I sc52I csin~w![I csin~w1p!. ~1!

This means that, for a zero supercurrent, the ground sta
that of a macroscopic phase difference equal top. There is
an analogy here withp junctions associated with bicrystals11

or s-d contacts in ceramic superconductors12 andp junctions
using a dilute ferromagnetf 8 as the ‘‘normal’’ region of a
0163-1829/2002/65~22!/224513~11!/$20.00 65 2245
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S-f 8-S junction.13,14 However, the ceramic systems remain
p junction ~or normal junction! once fabricated, and the
S-f 8-S junctions switch between a normal state and ap state
only as a function of temperature. This in contrast to t
controllablep junction, where the state of the junction a
well as the magnitude of the critical current is fully contro
lable by means of the control voltage.

Using such controllablep-junctions as weak links of a
DC SQUID ~direct current superconducting quantum inte
ference device! we create a controllablep-SQUID in which
it is possible to tune the critical currents of the individu
weak links. More interestingly, it is possible to add an ex
phase ofp or 2p to the SQUID loop without the application
of an external magnetic field by switching one or two of t
junctions in ap state. An extra phase factor ofp is identical
to the external application of half a flux quantum,f0/2, with
f052.07310215 Wb. This is a direct consequence of th
condition of a single-valued wave function around t
SQUID loop,

2pf

f0
2w12w252pn, ~2!

wheref is the total flux in the ring,n is an integer, andw1
andw2 are the phases over the two Josephson junctions
shown in Fig. 1~A!. Switching one junction in thep state at
an external fluxf5nf0 addsp to the left hand side of Eq
2. This leads to the same solution of the equation as if
junction were in a ‘‘conventional’’ state with an external flu
f5(n6 1

2 )f0. Hence it is possible to generate a screen
current in a SQUID with a sufficiently large inductance
the absence of a magnetic field.

The main purpose of this paper is to demonstrate
equivocally that it is possible to add a macroscopic quant
©2002 The American Physical Society13-1
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BASELMANS, van WEES, AND KLAPWIJK PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 224513
phase ofp or 2p to a controllablep-SQUID. We demon-
strate that this results in a screening current that can
switched on or off depending onVc at an external flux of an
integer flux quantum.

The outline is the following: We begin, in Sec. II, with
very short description of the basics of the DC SQUID an
description of the theoretical concepts regarding controlla
p junctions. In Sec. III we discuss the sample design a
fabrication, and in Sec. IV we discuss experiments on sin
controllablep junctions made of Nb-Ag or Nb-Cu. The ge
ometry of these devices differs from the conventional cr
shape. We show that the Nb-Ag device shows a 0 top tran-
sition at 1.4 K, in contrast with the Nb-Cu device. The fu
dependence of the critical currents of both devices onVc is
in good quantitative agreement with the theoretical pred
tions discussed in Sec II. In Sec. V we proceed with m
surements on a controllable SQUID, made of Ag-Nb. W
show that the magnitude and sign of the voltage oscillati
of the SQUID as a function of the magnetic field under su
able current bias can be tuned. Parts of this section w
already discussed in Ref. 15, but are included here for c
pleteness. In the last section we directly measure the
expelled by the screening current in a controllable SQUID
placing a smaller SQUID directly behind it. We show that t
screening current around integer external flux can
switched on or off by switching one of the junctions of th
controllable SQUID in ap state or a normal state.

FIG. 1. Basic operation of the DC SQUID.~A! shows a DC
SQUID with a screening currentJ due to an external fluxfext . The
supercurrent of the SQUID, as shown in~B!, oscillates as a function
of fext between I c,MAX at fext5nf0 and I c,MIN at fext5(n
11/2)f0. By applying a current biasI B the oscillating critical cur-
rent is transferred into an oscillating voltageVSQUID between con-
tacts 3 and 4~A!, as shown in~D!. The screening currentJ has, in
the limit of large self-inductanceL, a sawtooth shape as a functio
of f0, as shown in~C!.
22451
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II. THEORETICAL CONCEPTS

A. DC SQUID

Before we discuss the controllablep-junction it may be
helpful to discuss the basics of the DC SQUID.16–18 A DC
SQUID is a ring of superconducting material with a se
inductanceL and two Josephson junctions with a critic
currentsI c1 andI c2. In the absence of any external fluxfext ,
the SQUID is in equilibrium and behaves as a single Jose
son junction with a total critical currentI c5I c11I c2. If
fextÞ0; then the total fluxf in the SQUID loop changes
depending on its self-inductanceL, according to

f5fext1LJ, ~3!

with J the screening current running around the SQUID loo
The flux in the loop,f, also depends on the phases of t
two Josephson junctions,

w15
2pf

f0
2w2 , ~4!

which is directly obtained from Eq.~2!. The supercurrent-
phase relations of the two junctions are given by the Jose
son relations

I sc1~w1!5I c1sin~w1!,

I sc2~w2!5I c2sin~w2!. ~5!

The critical current of the SQUID as a function of the exte
nal flux I c(fext)5maxuIsc1(w1)1Isc2(w2)u can only be deter-
mined by numerically solving Eqs.~3!, ~4!, and~5! together.
However, in the limit of small self inductance, so that theLJ
term in Eq. 3 is negligible and ifI c15I c2[I c1,2, it is easy to
show that

I c52I c1,2UcosS pfext

f0
D U, ~6!

where we use Eqs.~3!, ~4!, and~5!. In this caseI c is periodic
in f0 and varies between 2I c1,2 at fext5nf0 and 0 atfext
5(n11/2)f0. At nonzero inductance the periodicity re
mains the same but the amplitude of theI c modulation is
reduced; forI c50 it is not reached atf5p/2 due to the
presence of the circulating currentJ. The critical current of
the SQUID now oscillates betweenI c,MAX at fext5nf0 and
I c,MIN at fext5(n11/2)f0 @see Fig. 1~B!#. In the limit of
large self-inductance, the amplitude of theI c modulation ap-
proachesf0 /L, whereasJ becomes a sawtooth functio
varying linearly from2f0/2L to 1f0/2L, as shown in Fig.
1~C!. The periodic behavior ofI c as function offext can be
transformed into a periodic voltage by sending a bias curr
I B a little larger than the maximum value ofI c through the
SQUID. Due to the nonlinearI -V curve of the SQUID the
difference inI c(fext) translates into a voltageVSQUID(fext),
thus creating a very sensitive flux to voltage transformer. T
resultingVSQUID2B oscillations are shown in Fig. 1~D!.
3-2
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DIRECT DEMONSTRATION OF CIRCULATING . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 224513
B. Controllable p junctions

A controllablep junction is a device that combines tw
different structures in one: A thin-film SNS junction and
short mesoscopic wire~which we call control channel! be-
tween two large electron reservoirs in thermal equilibrium
schematic drawing is given in Fig. 2: The center of the co
trol channel, which connects two large reservoirs, is coup
to the normal region of a coplanar thin-film SNS junction,
which the normal region partly overlaps the superconduc
electrodes. The length and width of the normal region
denoted byL and W in the figure. The size of the junctio
L&1 mm and the control channel length,l;5 mm, is
larger than the elastic mean free path of the electrons, w
is approximately given by the film thickness (;50 nm).
Hence the electron motion is diffusive.

The principle of operation is the following: The presen
of the two superconducting electrodes induces a continu
spectrum of supercurrent carrying states Im@J(E)# in the
normal region of the junction, which is responsible for t
supercurrent transport (I SNS) in Fig. 2!. The energy scaleE is
the energy with respect to the Fermi level. As stated bef
the critical value ofI SNS,I c , is determined by the energ
spectrumand the occupation of these supercurrent-carry
states. The occupation of the states is determined by the
ergy distribution of the quasiparticles in the normal region
the junction,f (E), which is identical to the energy distribu
tion in the center of the control channel. This energy dis
bution can be modified by means of applying a voltageVc
over the control channel, sof (E)5 f (E,Vc). The relation
betweenI c ,Im@J(E)#, and f (E,Vc) is given by1–5

I c5
1

2Rn
E

2`

`

dE@122 f ~E,Vc!#Im@J~E,w5p/2!#, ~7!

wherew the phase difference between the superconduc
electrodes.19 It is important to realize that the critical curren
is modified by changing the energy of the quasiparticles

FIG. 2. Schematic drawing of a controllablep junction. The
center of the control channel, which connects two large reserv
is coupled to the normal region of a coplanar SNS junction.
applying a voltageVc over the reservoirs the energy distribution
the quasiparticles in the channel and hence in the normal regio
the SNS junction is changed. As a result the occupation of
supercurrent carrying states inN is changed, resulting in a change
the critical value of the supercurrentI SNS.
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the normal region and not by the flow of the control curre
associated withVc . In the present geometry this is quit
clear, because the current paths ofI SNS and the control cur-
rent are separated. This is in contrast with the conventio
cross geometry, whereI SNScrosses the control current. How
ever, even in this case it is the energy of the quasipartic
and not the control current that determines the critical c
rent.

To calculate the dependence ofI c as a function ofVc we
need to know both the shape of the supercurrent-carry
density of states, Im@J(E)#, and the shape of the quasipar
cle energy distribution in the normal region of the junctio
f (E,Vc). The exact energy dependence of Im@J(E)#, valid
for a diffusive SNS junction, is calculated using the qua
classical Green’s function theory.1–4 It depends on the ratio
of the Thouless energy with the energy gapD of the super-
conductors. The Thouless energy is given byEth5\D/L2,
with L the length of the normal region of the SNS junction20

andD the diffusion constant of the normal metal. The ge
eral shape of Im@J(E)#, as shown by the solid black line in
both panels of Fig. 3 is a strongly damped oscillation with
hard gap at low energiesE&Eth . The positive and negative
parts of the supercurrent-carrying density of states repre
energy-dependent contributions to the supercurrent in
positive and negative directions.

The other relevant quantity of the system is the quasip
ticle energy distribution f (E,Vc). The exact shape o
f (E,Vc) in the center of the control channel~and hence in
the junction normal region! depends, as shown by Pothie
et al.,21 on the voltageVc applied over the control channe
and on the amount of electron-electron and electron-pho
scattering. At low temperatures,T&1 K, electron-electron
scattering is the dominant relaxation mechanism and
electron energy distribution depends only onVc and the
electron-electron interaction. In this case, we can distingu
two limiting possibilities.

(1) No electron-electron interaction. If the control channel
is sufficiently short, so that the electron-electron interact
time t0 exceeds the diffusion timetD through the channel
the electrons conserve their energy. The resulting elec
energy distribution in the center of the wire is given by21

s,
y

of
e

FIG. 3. Supercurrent carrying density of states Im@J(E)# for
D/Eth570 at w5p/2 ~solid line! together with 122 f (E) ~dotted
line! in the case of a thermal distribution~a! and a step distribution
~b!. The shaded area represents the contributions to the integra
Eq. ~7!. E represents the energy with respect to the Fermi level,
Eth is the Thouless energy.
3-3
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f ~E,Vc!51/2F f dS E2
eVc

2 D1 f dS E1
eVc

2 D G ; ~8!

heref d(E) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution at a temperatureT

f d~E!5F11expS E

kBTD G21

, ~9!

with kB Boltzmann’s constant. Equation~8! is the renormal-
ized addition of the thermal distribution functions of the re
ervoirs with an energy separation ofeVc . This represents, if
kbT,eVc , a double-step structure with an occupation fra
tion of 1/2 in an energy range ofeVc around the Fermi
energy. Such a step distribution will, at a large enough va
of Vc , block all the positive contributions of Im@J(E)#, as
shown in Fig. 3~b!, because an occupation fraction of 1
causes the integrand of Eq.~7! to vanish. This results in a
reversal in the direction of the supercurrent and hence a t
sition to ap state.

(2) Very strong electron-electron interaction. If the control
channel is very long, so thatt0!tD , the electron system
regains alocal thermal equilibrium. The energy distributio
given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution, with an effective tem
peratureTe f f.TBath , is

Te f f5ATbath
2 1~aVc!

2. ~10!

HereTbath is the bath temperature, anda can be calculated
using the Wiedemann-Franz law, resulting ina53.2 K/mV.
This situation is called the ‘‘hot electron limit.’’ The result,
Fermi-Dirac distribution with a width increasing withVc ,
causes a rapid decay of the supercurrent, as shown in the
panel of Fig. 3~a! due to the compensation of the positiv
and negative contributions inIm(J(E)).

The shape of the distribution function in a real experim
is in general in between these two limits, with possible mo
fications due to electron-phonon interactions. We calcu
the exact shape of the energy distribution function usin
model presented by Pothier and co-workers.21,22 In this
model the shape of the electron energy distribution in
wire depends on four parameters: The voltageVc is applied
over the wire, to the effective strength of the electro
electron interaction, the effective strength of the electr
phonon interaction, and the possible heating of the re
voirs. The electron-electron interaction is described by
two-particle interaction with an interaction Kern
Kae2atD . Here e is the energy transferred between tw
interacting particles, andtD is the diffusion time through the
wire. The magnitudeKa and energy dependencea of the
electron-electron interaction can be calculated by means
direct calculation of the screened Coulomb interaction i
homogenous one-dimensional~1D! diffusive conductor.25,26

Without going into detail it is important to realize that
direct measurement of the electron energy distribution fu
tion in diffusive 1D gold, copper, and silver wires using tu
nel junction spectroscopy21–24 yields material-dependent re
sults forKae2a which are not consistent with the theoretic
predictions using Refs. 25 and 26 alone. Because the co
channels used in our experiment are similar to the wires m
22451
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sured in Refs. 21–24, we have used the experimental va
of a in our calculations:a52 for copper anda51.2 for Ag.

The strength of the interactionKa is used as a fit param
eter. In the model, the effect of electron-phonon scatterin
implemented in a similar way. The magnitude of the intera
tion kernel is, in this case, deduced from measurement
the phase relaxation time,27 and given by Kphonon
58 ns21 meV23 for Cu and Ag.

As a last input parameter, possible heating of the re
voirs should be taken into account. The power associa
with the application of the control voltage,P5Vc

2/Rc (Rc is
the control channel resistance! is injected into the reservoirs
At low bath temperatures (T,1 K), low values ofRc , and
large values ofVc*1 mV, the electron gas in the reservoi
can attain a much higher effective temperature than the b
temperature.28,29 However, all experiments presented in th
remainder of the text are performed at relatively high te
peratures of 1.4 K, resulting in a negligible heating of t
reservoirs.30

III. SAMPLE DESIGN AND FABRICATION

So far, all experimental evidence of a controllablep
junction9,10 has been achieved using devices with a cr
geometry. The control channel and the normal region of
junction are in fact a single cross-shaped metallic wire, w
superconducting contacts at the first two opposite ends
large reservoirs at the others. This geometry is not suita
for use in a SQUID geometry, because one of the reserv
of each junction would have to be within the SQUID loo
which is not possible due to the large reservoir sizes nee
Therefore we use a device geometry with side contacts~see
Fig. 4!, such as used by Morpurgoet al.6 in the thermal limit.
The disadvantage of this geometry is that it imposes a la
minimum length on the control channel than the conve
tional cross geometry, where this length can be reduce
about 1 mm. As a consequence, a material with a slo

FIG. 4. Scanning electron micrograph of a controllablep junc-
tion using side contacts. In this case the normal metal is sil
whereas similar samples using copper are also made.
3-4
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DIRECT DEMONSTRATION OF CIRCULATING . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 224513
electron-electron relaxation is needed to be able to main
a nonthermal energy distribution in the control channel. F
this reason gold is unsuitable as the normal metal,21–24,31and
copper or preferably silver should be used.

We now describe the sample fabrication, referring to F
4. The samples have been realized on a thermally oxidize
wafer that is covered with a 150-nm layer of sputte
deposited Al2O3 to improve the adhesion of Ag and Cu. I
the first step the Nb electrode, with a thickness of 50 nm
deposited using standard e-beam lithography, DC sputte
and subsequent lift-off. The critical temperature of the sp
tered film is 8.1 K. In the next step the normal region, cont
channel and the reservoirs~Ag or Cu! are deposited using
shadow evaporation. During this process step we do
break the vacuum. This two-step fabrication process
which all normal conducting~Ag or Cu! metals are deposite
in one step is needed because the adhesion of these me
poor, implying that it is not possible to bake a deposited fi
to be able to do another lithography step. We use a dou
layer of PMMA-MA andPMMA with e-beam lithography
and wet etching to create aPMMA suspended mask. Th
deposition of the metals is done in an ultrahigh-vacu
deposition system with a background pressure of
310210 mBar, the pressure in the system during the eva
ration steps is<531028 mBar. Prior to deposition we us
argon etching~PAr5131024 mBar, 500 V! for 3.5 min to
clean the Nb surface. Subsequently we deposit, in the cas
an Ag sample, 10 nm of Ti adhesion layer under a large an
(47°, resulting in a shift to the left in the figure!, with the
result that the Ti layer is only deposited on the substrate
the position of the reservoirs and not at the position of
thin openings defining the control channel and the norm
region of the junction. This is important, for the effect of
thin Ti layer upon the electron-electron interaction time
not known. Then we deposit 50 nm of Ag perpendicular
the substrate, thus creating the control channel and the
mal region of the junction. As a last step 700 nm of Ag
deposited again at 47° to form the reservoirs with an eff
tive thickness of 475 nm. In Fig. 4 the left shift due to t
large evaporation angle of the reservoirs with respect to
control channel is clearly visible. A~parasitic! projection of
the control channel and the normal region of the SNS ju
tion is not present, because the aspect ratio of the top res
so large for these structures that the metal is deposited
the side wall of the resist. This results in a removal of the
projections during lift-off. The fabrication of the Cu sampl
is identical except for the fact that Cu is used for the norm
conducting regions of the device and that no Ti adhes
layer is used underneath the reservoirs. We found that th
not necessary for sufficient adhesion. The length of the c
trol channel cannot be made shorter, because the resist
become unstable if the large openings defining the reserv
come any closer.32 To measure the quality of the niobium
normal-metal interface we have made, in every fabricat
run, a cross of a 200-nm-wide Nb and normal-metal w
The resistance of the 20032002nm2 interface has been de
termined to be'0.1 V each time, which is smaller than th
square resistance of the normal metal (0.4V), indicating that
the interface is clean.
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IV. EXPERIMENTS ON SINGLE JUNCTIONS

In the experiment, performed at 1.4 K in a pumped
bath, we measure the critical current of the SNS junct
~from contacts 3 to 4! as a function of the voltageVc applied
over the control channel~see Fig. 4!. The measurement o
the critical current consists of sweeping the bias curr
while measuring the differential resistancedV/dI using a
small AC modulation on the bias current. We define the
perimental critical current where the differential resistan
reaches half its normal state value.20 The control voltage is
applied using another current source, with floating grou
andVc is measured by means of voltage probes close to
control channel ends~not visible in the figure!. The measure-
ment of Vc shows a slight modulation if the current bia
through the SNS junction is smaller than the critical curre
associated with Andreev interferometry.33,34This modulation
is used to determine the state of the junction.9 The experi-
ment is performed on several devices made of Cu-Nb
Ag-Nb. All samples show identical behavior and we pres
the data of two samples, one made of Ag-Nb and one m
of Cu-Nb. The exact parameters of these two samples
given in Table I. The experimental critical current as a fun
tion of Vc is shown by the solid circles in Fig. 5. From th
figure is is obvious that the Ag-Nb device shows a transit
to ap junction aboveVc5Vc,crit ical5430 mV, and that the
device made of Cu-Nb does not show this transition. T
magnitude of the equilibrium critical current at 1.4 K is,
the case of Ag, in good agreement theoretical predicti
presented by Duboset al.20 The measured fraction o
I cRn /Eth50.44, whereas 0.5 is predicted. For the copp
sample the agreement is less good. In this case we mea
0.5, whereas 2 is predicted. The next step in our analysis
quantitative comparison of the experimental data with
theory. As input parameters to calculate the distribution fu
tion, we use, fora andKphononsthe values given in Sec. II
Kphonons58 ns21meV23,a51.2 for Ag, and 2 for Cu. As
stated before, reservoir heating is negligible due to the r
tively high bath temperature and large control channel re
tances (;8V for both samples!, despite the large values o
Vc .30 UsingEth andKa as fit parameters, we obtain the be
fit, as shown by the black lines in both panels of Fig. 5, us
the parameters shown in Table II. In this table, we ha
calculatedtD5 l 2/D using for l the total diffusion length,
given by the length of the v-shaped wire plus two times
T-shaped extension toward the junction, yieldingl 5(512)
3157 mm ~see Fig. 4!.

The fits are very good over the entire energy range. Mo
over, the results forKa are in good agreement with the va

TABLE I. Parameters of the single SNS junctions.Rn is the
normal state resistance of the SNS junction,L is the length of the
normal region, andW is the width~see Fig. 2!. Eth is the Thouless
energy obtained usingD andL.

Sample L3W(nm) Rn(V) D(m2/s) Eth(meV)

Ag 10003400 0.65 0.023 14
Cu 8003600 0.8 0.021 21
3-5
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ues obtained in the experiments from Refs. 21 and 22
contrast to a similar analysis on a conventionalp junction
using gold.31 The values of the Thouless energy inferr
from the fits are both in good agreement with the geometr
values. The solid lines in the inserts of the figure show
electron distributions, inferred from the fits, atVc
50.8 mV. For both samples the distributions are relativ
rounded. In the case of the Ag device, this is mainly cau
by the bath temperature of 1.4 K. In the case of the
sample the stronger electron-electron interaction is resp
sible for the extra rounding. However, the distribution

FIG. 5. Critical current of a controllablep junction as shown in
Fig. 4, made from Cu-Nb~bottom! and Ag-Nb~top!, taken at 1.4 K.
The dots represent the data and the solid line the calculated
using Eq.~7!. The solid lines in the inset show the electron dist
bution functions atVc50.8 mV used in the fit. For comparison, th
Fermi-Dirac distribution in the hot-electron regime, withTe f f

52.9 K, is given by the dotted line.

TABLE II. Result of the fits on single junctions. Fora we use
the experimental values from Refs. 21 and 22;a52 for Cu and 1.2
for Ag.

Sample Ka(ns21meVa22) Eth(meV) tD(ns)

Ag 0.65 13 2.3
Cu 1.7 21.5 2.5
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even in this case, not quite a thermal one but still has a w
double-step signature. This can be seen by the differe
between the solid and dotted lines in the inset of the bott
panel of Fig. 5 in which the dotted line represents a therm
distribution withTe f f52.9 K. This temperature correspond
to the effective temperature in the hot electron regime, us
Eq. 10 withVc50.8 mV andTbath51.4 K. Model calcula-
tions indicate that, in the case of the Cu-Nb device, a sli
decrease in control channel length or measuring at a lo
bath temperature would result in a distribution that is su
ciently less rounded. This would result in a transition to ap
state at large enough values ofVc .35

We conclude that, in the present geometry, only a Nb-
junction shows the transition to ap junction at 1.4 K. The
absolute value of the critical current and the response of
critical current toVc are all consistent with the experiment
and theoretical data available. A Nb-Cu junction does
show a transition to ap junction at this temperature, bu
would probably do so at lower temperatures. To be able to
the experiments on controllablep-SQUID’s presented in the
next two sections at 1.4 K we have fabricated controlla
p-SQUID’s from Nb-Ag.

V. CONTROLLABLE p-SQUID

A practical realization of a controllablep-SQUID made
of Nb-Ag is shown in Fig. 6. The fabrication procedure
identical to the fabrication of the single junctions describ
in Sec. III. The lengthL of the normal regions of both junc
tions is 1100 nm, and the widthW of the normal regions is
520 nm for the top junction and 220 nm for the botto
junction. The resistance of the control channels is 8V,
yielding Rh50.37 V and a diffusion constant D
50.023 m2/s. From L and D, Eth is estimated to be
12.6 meV for both junctions. The area of the SQUID loop
12 mm2. The Thouless energy of both junctions of th
SQUID are almost identical to the Thouless energy of

rm

FIG. 6. Scanning electron micrograph picture of a controlla
p-SQUID.
3-6
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single junction made of silver discussed in Sec. IV. We the
fore conclude that the response of the critical current of e
junction toVc should be comparable to the one presented
the top panel of Fig. 5.

A. Experiments on a controllable SQUID

In the first experiment we measure theVSQUID-B oscilla-
tions of the controllable SQUID at 1.4 K. We bias th
SQUID with a low-frequency AC bias curren
(I Bias ,80 Hz,4 mA) between contacts 3 and 4. The amp
tude of the bias current is a little larger than the maxim
critical current of the SQUID. The voltage over the SQU
is measured,VSQUID , from contacts 3 to 4, as a function o
the applied magnetic fieldB using a lock-in amplifier. This
lock-in technique strongly reduces the noise compared to
conventional measurement method using a DC bias. Sim
taneously we send a DC current through the bottom con
channel and measure the resulting control voltageVc2, using
current sources with floating grounds. The result, using
device shown in Fig. 6, is shown in Fig. 7. The solid lin
represents theVSQUID-B oscillations for increasing values o
Vc2(Vc150). At first the amplitude of the oscillations de
creases with increasingVc2 and reaches zero atVc2,crit ical
50.48 mV, indicating that the critical current of the botto
junction is equal to 0. At higher values ofVc,2 theVSQUID-B
oscillations reappear, with a shiftp in phase with respect to
the oscillations at lower values ofVc2. The bottom junction
and hence the SQUID are now in thep state. At zero field
we now measure a voltage maximum in stead of a minimu

Using an additional current source it is possible to appl
control voltage also to the top junction. Now it is possible
add a phase of 0,p, or 2p to the SQUID loop, as shown in
Fig. 8. The solid black line represent the 0-0 state, wh
both Vc1 and Vc2 are smaller thanVc,crit ical . By putting
junction 1 ~dotted black line in Fig. 8! or junction 2 ~solid
gray line in the figure! in a p state by applying a sufficiently
large value ofVc , in both cases we observe an identical sh
of p in phase. By puttingboth junctions in ap state, as

FIG. 7. The voltage over the controllable SQUID as a funct
of the external magnetic fieldB at 1.4 K using a current biasI B

54 mA ~curves offset for clarity!. Solid lines: Vc150; Vc2

50.30, 0.38, 0.46, 0.48, 0.54, 0.70, and 2.7 mV~bottom to top!.
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shown by the dotted gray line in Fig. 8, we regain the ori
nal phase of the oscillations due to the 2p periodicity of the
macroscopic wave function around the SQUID loop. Simi
measurements at 100 mK in a dilution refrigerator and at
K have shown similar results,15 but with different amplitudes
of theV-B oscillations due to the temperature dependence
the critical current of the Josephson junctions. These res
indicate that behavior of the SQUID in thep-state atfext

5nf0 is identical to that of a conventional SQUID atfext

5(n11/2)f0. This should also be valid for the screenin
currents in a SQUID with a sufficiently large self inductanc

VI. DIRECT DETECTION OF THE CIRCULATING
CURRENT IN A CONTROLLABLE p-SQUID

In this section we describe an experiment to detect
screening current in a controllable SQUID directly by pla
ing a conventional SQUID with small self inductance insi
the loop of the controllable SQUID. The device is shown
Fig. 9. A controllable SQUID with a large area (70mm2) is
placed upon a conventional SQUID, which we call the me
surement SQUID, with an area of 15mm2. This SQUID has
conventional SNS junctions made of gold as weak links. T
two devices are electrically isolated from each other
means of 170 nm of Al2O3. It is important to realize that the
design of the two SQUID’s is critical: The effect of the se
inductance in the measurement SQUID should be negligi
whereas the controllable SQUID should expel a measura
amount of flux in the order of half a flux quantum. So th
product of the screening currentJm and the self-inductance
Lm of the measurement SQUID should be negligible, to p
vent a disturbance of the controllable SQUID,LmJm!f0.
On the other hand, the product of the self inductance
screening current of the controllable SQUID,LcJc , should

FIG. 8. The voltage over the controllable SQUID as a functi
of the external magnetic fieldB at 1.4 K using both controllable
junctions~curves offset for clarity!. The solid black line represent
a 0-0 state; the solid gray line and the dotted black line repre
situations with only junction 2 or 1 in thep state, respectively. The
dotted gray line gives the situations for both junctions in ap state.
Note that it has the same phase as the solid black line.
3-7
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BASELMANS, van WEES, AND KLAPWIJK PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 224513
be sufficiently large. This is particularly important becau
the screening current is in the order of or smaller than
smallest critical current in the system. In ap state the critical
current of the junction is smaller than its maximum value
the normal state~see Fig. 5!. If these two constraints are me
we expect a sawtooth behavior of the circulating curren
the controllable SQUID as a function offext , as shown in
Fig. 1. Hence we expect a saw tooth behavior of the m
netic field induced in the measurement SQUID.

The device is made on thermally oxidized silicon. In t
first two steps the measurement SQUID is made using c
ventionale-beam lithography with a double layer ofPMMA
and lift-off. We start with the normal regions of the junction
which are made of 40 nm of gold, under which we use 5
of titanium as an adhesion layer. In the second step we
sputter deposit the niobium loop~60 nm! and contacts, which
is done after a shortin situ argon etching of the gold elec
trodes. The separation between the Nb electrode is 450
To isolate the measurement SQUID we cover the en
structure, except from the contacts~outside the range of Fig
9! with 170 nm of Al2O3 using rf sputtering. In the last two
steps we fabricate a controllable SQUID on top of the sm
SQUID using the same fabrication procedure as describe
Sec. III.

The experiment is done at 1.4 K. The first step is to
termine the maximum flux generated by the measurem
SQUID. To be able to do this we measure the critical curr
of the the measurement SQUID~at fext51/2f0 and 0! while
suppressing the flux generated by the controllable SQU
The latter is achieved by means of applying a control volta
exactly equal to the critical control voltage to the botto
junction of the controllable SQUID. This results in a tot
suppression of the critical current of this junction, and hen
to the absence of any screening currentJc in the controllable
SQUID, i.e.,Jc50. Hence we obtain the~maximum! critical

FIG. 9. Scanning electron microscope of a device that cons
of a controllablep-SQUID with a smaller conventional DC SQUID
~measurement SQUID! placed inside its loop. The two devices a
electrically isolated by means of 170 nm of Al2O3. The flux ex-
pelled from the big controllable SQUID is detected using the m
surement SQUID.
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current of the measurement SQUID, atfext50, to be
I c,m,MAX54.2 mA. The minimum critical current of the
measurement SQUID, atfext50.5f0, is given by I c,m,MIN
.0.2 mA. We numerically solve Eqs.~3!, ~4!, and ~5! to-
gether to find the theoretical values ofI c,m,MAX andI c,m,MIN
as functions of fext for different values of the self-
inductance. By comparing the results of this analysis w
the experimental values ofI c,m,MAX and I c,m,MIN , we can
find the self-inductance of the measurement SQUID and
timate the maximum flux generated by the screening cur
in the measurement SQUID to be less than 0.05f0, assuming
the worst case scenario of exactly identical critical curre
for both junctions.36 This indicates that the measureme
SQUID does not influence the controllable SQUID. In t
next step we estimate the self inductance of the controlla
SQUID using the data given in Table III.37

The critical currents of the bottom and top junctions,I c2
andI c1, respectively, are measured by applying precisely
critical control voltage to one junction~reducing its critical
current to 0! and measure the transport critical curre
through the SQUID. From these values we find the ind
tance of the controllable SQUID,Lc565 pH, by means of
the same analysis as the one used above to determine the
generated by the measurement SQUID. The value ofLc
565 pH would result in a maximum expelled flux at 1.4
if no control voltages are applied to the junctions, of 0.34f0
associated withJ511 mA.

In the experiment we measure theVSQUID-B oscillations
of the measurementSQUID using a suitable low frequenc
AC bias current. This is done for different values ofVc2 on
the controllableSQUID. A representative result is shown
Fig. 10. The gray line indicates the situation whereVc2
5Vc2,crit ical50.745 mV. In this caseI c25Jc50. The result
is an~almost! sinusoidal voltage with a period of 0.134 mT
which represents one flux quantum through the small m
surement SQUID,f0,m .

The black line shows the situation whereVc2
,Vc2,crit ical50.62 mV. In this case periodic deviation
from the gray line are observed associated with the scree
current in controllable SQUID. The periodicity of the devi
tions is given by B(f0,controllableSQUID)[B(f0,c)
50.029 mT. The ratioB(f0,c)/B(f0,m)50.029/0.134' 15

70 ,
which is the ratio of the areas of the two SQUID’s. It is th
difference in area and hence in periodicity, that makes
possible to obtain information over the circulating current
the large controllable SQUID over several fluxquanta with
less than half a flux quantum in the measurement SQUID
make the result more clear we can extract the magnetic fi
induced in the measurement SQUID by the screening cur
in the controllable SQUID from these data: We subtract

ts

-

TABLE III. Parameters of the controllable SQUID to estima
the self-inductance taken at 1.4 K.I c,c,MAX5I c at fext50, and
I c,c,MIN5I c at fext5

1
2 f0 . I c2 (I c1) is the critical current of the

bottom ~top! junction in Fig. 9.

I c,c,MAX (mA) I c,c,MIN (mA) I c2 (mA) I c1 (mA)

88 76 74 14
3-8
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gray curve from the black one, and multiply this differen
by (]V/]B)21, which is obtained by numerically differenti
ating the gray curve. Obviously the data arou

0,1
2 ,1,11

2 . . . 3f0,m are not obtainable because the sensi
ity of the measurement SQUID is zero at these points.
perform this analysis on a set of data at different values
Vc2. The result is shown in Fig. 11 for two different values
Vc2.38 We observe that the black line, which is the sam
measurement as shown in Fig. 10 (Vc2.Vc2,crit ical
50.62 mV), is a sawtooth function around the integer flu
consistent with the behavior of the screening current i
SQUID with a relatively large self-inductance, as shown
Fig. 1~C!. The gray line, for which Vc2.Vc2,crit ical
51.08 mV, shows the exact same behavior, but with a s

FIG. 10. Voltage measured over themeasurementSQUID as a
function of magnetic field for two values of the control voltage
the bottom junction of thecontrollable SQUID taken at 1.4 K.
Vc250.745 represents the critical control voltage.

FIG. 11. The magnetic field induced in themeasurementSQUID
by the flux generated by the screening current in thecontrollable
SQUID at 1.4 K as a function of the external flux given in units
f0,c , representing one flux quantum through the controlla
SQUID. The data are given for two different values of the cont
voltage over the bottom junction of thecontrollableSQUID.
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of half a flux quantum. In this case a screening current flo
in either the clockwise or counterclockwise direction at
integer external flux.

These measurements indicate that it is possible, aroun
integer flux quantum, to switch between a conventional s
without a screening current and a state with a~bistable!
screening current by applyingVc2.Vc2,crit ical . This is illus-
trated more clearly by the data in Fig. 12. In this figure w
show a measurement of the magnetic field induced in
bottom SQUID as a function of theVc2 ~instead offext) for
two different values of the applied external flux around a
flux quantum. AtVc2,Vc2,crit ical the field induced in the
measurement SQUID is a horizontal line close to 0, indic
ing that hardly any flux is expelled from the controllab
SQUID. Hence no screening current flows around the loop
the controllable SQUID, as expected. However, ifVc2

.Vc2,crit ical we see an increase~or decrease! of the induced
magnetic field, associated with the screening current cau
by the introduction of an extra phase factor ofp (2p) in the
SQUID loop. The sign of the signal depends on the ex
value of the external flux. Atfext521.1f0 ~black line!, the
induced field is negative, consistent with Fig. 11. This clea
indicates that it is possible to switch from a state with
current running around the SQUID loop to a nonzero curr
state. The small asymmetries in the figure are caused by
magnetic field associated with the current flowing in the co
trol channel of the bottom junction.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated that in a controllablep-SQUID a
screening current can be generated without the applicatio
an external magnetic field by putting one controllablep
junction of the SQUID into ap state. At a measuremen

e
l

FIG. 12. The magnetic field induced in the measurem
SQUID by a flux generated by the screening current in the cont
lable SQUID at 1.4 K as a function of the control voltage appli
over the bottom control channel of the controllable SQUID. T
data are shown for two values of the external fluxfext around -1
fluxquantum through thecontrollableSQUID (21f0,c).
3-9
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temperature of 1.4 K and with the present geometry, on
Nb-Ag controllablep junction shows the transition to ap
state, in contrast with a Nb-Cu device. We have shown
this difference is caused by the difference in electro
electron interaction strength between Ag and Cu, consis
with direct measurements of this quantity on similar diff
sive wires using tunnel junction spectroscopy.21,22 The pos-
sibility of adding an extra phase ofp to the SQUID loop is
demonstrated not only by the screening current, but also
the fact that theVSQUID-B oscillations can be shifted by
hy
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phase factor ofp or 2p, depending wether one or two con
trollable junctions are put on ap state.
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exposure time. This results in stress in th
PMMA-MA-Ge-PMMA resist, causing the germanium to crac

33D. Esteveet al., in Mesoscopic Electron Transport, Vol. 345 of
NATO Advanced Study Institute, Series E: Applied Sciences, ed-
ited by L. L. Sohnet al. ~Kluwer, Dordrecht, 1997!.

34B. J. van Wees and H. Takayanagi, inMesoscopic Electron Trans
port ~Ref. 33!, p. 375.

35We calculatedI c as a function oftD with identical parameters
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and found that attD52ns the trasnition to ap state would occur
at 1.4 K. At T,1 K the transition would even occur with th
sample as it is.

36The self-inductance would be 45 pH in the case of identical ju
tions. However, the difference in transport critical current b
tween f50 and f5f0/2 can also be attributed to the sma
difference in critical currents between the junctions. This
sumption givesL50 and a difference in the critical current o
10%. We must conclude thatL<45 pH for the measuremen
SQUID.
22451
-
-

-

37The reason for the large difference in critical currents between
two ~identical! junctions of the controllable SQUID is not clea
However, this fact is not vital for the experiment described he

38In Fig. 11 we have corrected for a slight horizontal and verti
shift between the curves that is caused by the current assoc
with Vc2 flowing through the control channel. The flux assoc
ated with this current causes a horizontal shift between
curves due to the coupling in the controllable SQUID, identic
to the one in Fig. 7, and a vertical shift due to the coupling in
the measurement SQUID.
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